
C A S E  S T U D Y :  UMA worked as a subcontractor to local road contactor on the 
TDOT contract number CNT234, which was the emergency slope stabilization on 
U.S. 70 (S.R. 1).

The Customer
Tennessee Department 
of Transportation 
(TDOT)

Location
Cumberland County,
Tennessee

Type
Infrastructure

Date of Project 
Completion
Summer 2019

 
Interesting Fact
A soil nail wall is a 
“top-down” retaining 
wall constructed in  
lifts by drilling rows  
of nails.

e a r t h  r e t e n t i o n
THE PROJECT
Mother Nature had caused a slope collapse on State Route (SR). 1 near L.M. 
26.6. SR-1 was reduced to one lane between Godsey Road and Renegade 
Mountain Parkway during UMA’s slope stabilization work. UMA worked 
as a subcontractor to local road contactor to shore up the slope with a 
combination of soil nails and shotcrete. 

THE CHALLENGE
The collapsed slope adjacent affected the mobility and safety of motorists 
on I-70. UMA worked closely with the general contractor and TDOT to 
ensure a timely fix.  



C A S E  S T U D Y
THE SOLUTION 
UMA created a soil nail wall on a 1:1 slope grade, progressing from the center line of the roadway down the failed slope. 
We drilled soil nails into the excavation face and installed shotcrete on the sloped surface. Team UMA installed a vertical 
face using Stay-Form® technology and a reinforced shotcrete facing consisting of reinforcing steel, facing elements, drain 
strips, and extended soil nails to tie the vertical wall face to the existing battered shotcrete layer.

THE RESULTS
Not only did UMA correct the slope failure, but we also helped TDOT to regain the shoulder previously lost during 
the slope failure with a vertical secondary wall, which served as the permanent face of the repair. The new shoulder  
was constructed above the wall on fill placed between the back of the secondary wall and the front of the initial 
stabilization face.
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